
12/28/94 kr. Jeff ilorley, Outlook 
:Rho Washington Post 
1150 15 St., NW 
Washington, DC 20071 

Dear Jeff, 

When you and Frank were here - believe I told you that once a decent and respnsible 

formula suggested itself when - road the first of the JANA articles supposedly on the 

assassination that ve.uld enable rat,  to try to perfect the assassinations record for our 

hietort.,lhat formula enabled me to write when i do not have access to all the records 

in my basement. For the first book mse  i coepleted with that approach I had the infrequent 

Help of a neei.tudent since graduated.  NdVi1R AGAIN!  VMS cclpleted. in draft in 1Y92. I later 

added a lengthy Afterword. For all prectical purpose the contracted book is being suppressed 

by the eublisher. after I complained two dates were promised for publication. The first 

was not kept and the second is not being kept. It is about 40 days since t  last inquired 

and I've had no response. I also sent a reminder early this month. 

The second completed book ms.),dee gutted ehen it appeared as Case Open. about 75Q 

20,,  was just eliminated, without editing. By the chapter eliminated. 

So having no agent, unable to t,:avel, I an trying to perfect the record for history. 

The first of the next two completed book ms's 	Inside the OK assassination Indus- 
. 

try. (The second is Waketh the Watchman: Uur Steangelovian "ilitary and the JFK assassi- 

natione / In eiscussine this with my local history prof. friend who is also a subject ex-

port he suggested that iii toad of a relatiyle\y brief commentary on Riebling's Wedge I add 
a lengthier, more detailed treatment of it Io Inside. I've just finished that. he also 

suggested that I do the same with the Ls'onatine fantasy you liked so much. I've just 

eotton my file on it out. I've selected what I think I'll use. (I'mf'being interrupted. 

1'11 return to this but first because I do not want to forget, I believe the Post reviged 

Wedge. I cannot find that review, I do not plan to use it but I'd like to reread it and 

have Lt on file if you will be kind enhugh to send me a xerox of it.) 

You aukau about pending what I wrote to the Leenatince, I agreed, I've hard 

nothing from them. If they had aay complaint or alleged any error I'd like to know, if 

you know. Or if you claim either unfairness other than in your letter or error. Or with 

the passing of time any other comments or criticisms. 

As I told you when i wrote, when I wrote that piece I had no knowledge of your in-

volvement and I was not eddrossing what you refer to an "idiocy" in what I wrote. 

No word of their book. Do you know if it is still to appear and if not why nut? 

kid have you cone to realize yet that even if all they said were true, as it isn't, 

it still meankleg nothing in terms of theassassinatiora Or that one-nhoto floating in 

space never help establish truelin it? and usually wind ue dping harm to truth and 
044-  

cemfuseelho people even more? 



I continuo to Get mail over Uaso Open and what in surprising is that almost 

every letter begins by thankinv mo and almost all are from people who tell me their 

arps, real, the oldest I recall being 12, the class they were in in school, or they 

I'4ad not been born. 

There is something else tht) Post carried a while ago that I'd like to have if 

you o,n got me a xerox of it. I tAnk it was in Style and it was about a comm4tion 

imlide Random house and Knopf over policy changes and I -think soma firingp. There 

were, as I recall, som/who quit over them. 

Do you know if the Leontaines deny they supported the Ricky White indecency 

(sone stolen sta.ght froth a novel) of that Elrod denied knowing anything at all 

about tho.ssassination of thost: allegedly involved in a tabloid—weakly type TV 

"flews' show? I've been told both. e60011%t y1,1101 
Thanks, wihh hopes for a good year ahead foie us all, 


